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CEN 01/2019 : (NTPC Level -2) 
 

Provisional Part Panel Result of Cat. No. 11 (Junior Clerk cum Typist)  

1. On the basis of the performance in the 1st Stage Examination (Computer Based Test) held from 
28.12.2020 to 31.07.2021, 2nd Stage Examination (Computer Based Test) held from 12.06.2022 
to 17.06.2022, CBTST held on 12.08.2022 and 27.08.2022 and the verification of the documents 
of candidates held on 24.03.2023 & absentee DV on 26.03.2023 and on being found medically 
fit, the candidates with the following Roll Numbers have been provisionally empanelled for the 
post of NTPC of Level-2 under CEN – 01/2019 and their names are being forwarded to 
Principal Chief Personnel Officer, E.C.Railway, Hajipur. Further course of action on their 
appointment will be taken by Principal Chief Personnel Officer, E.C.Railway, Hajipur after due 
verification & ensuring fulfillment of eligibility criteria like production of Original/Current 
Certificates of Educational/Technical Qualification, Date of Birth, Caste, Past 
Character/antecedents/affidavits where necessary etc. according to the Centralized Employment 
Notice No. 01/2019 and corrigendum issued thereto from time to time and for which the 
candidates will be informed individually by the E.C.Railway, Hajipur. All candidates will be 
required to submit an affidavit that their Degree/Diploma certificate and Caste certificate, as the 
case may be, are genuine and valid.   

2. This is a Provisional Part Panel prepared keeping vacancies for some candidates whose final 
medical report are yet to be received.  

3. This panel is purely provisional and does not, in any way, give any right to the candidates for 
appointment in Railways. This RRB reserves the right to cancel or modify the panel. The Roll 
Numbers are arranged in ascending order and not in order of merit. While every care has been 
taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or 
typographical mistake. 

4. Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting 
them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is 
fully computerized and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates. 

5. Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates. 
  

POST : Junior Clerk cum Typist, Category No. : 11 

251191170008736 251191260020295 251191260037900 251192120026043 251192170050676 

251192170055217 251192190061762 251192190063717 251192250021870 251192260040089 

251192260066082 251193170009230 251193190001902 251193190007026 251193190008956 

251194170052582 251194190014034 251194190023994 251194190056609 251194190057639 

251194190058208 251194190064035 251194190065552 251194230040399 251194250043736 

251194250049233 251194260033190 251194260062190 251194260065555 251194260070948 

251194270014850 251195170000212 251195170000315 251195190002493 251195250002306 

251195260001926 251195260003132 251195260006523 251195260009333 ************* 

Total 39 (Thirty Nine) Candidates only. 
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